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ABSTRACT

Under the present contract we have developed a theory

for the description aid understanding of laser be-

havior from a fundamental microscopi'z point of view.

Our model coi~sists of N two-level systems interacting

with a radiation field. We have treated problems of

collective motion, coherence, dissipation and inhomo-

geneous broadening. This report consists mainly of

the abstracts of six papers dealing with these sub-

jects that have or vill appear in scientific journalsý.
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THEORY OF LASER MODELS

Introductionr

The work performed uider this contract consists in developing

the consequences of a laser model of N two-level systems in interaction

Sw*th a radia.tion field. The first paper in the series "A Model of

Interacting Radiation and Matter" introduces the Hamiltonian of our model

and the density matrix approach to the problem. In the first paper we

treated atoms in the long wavelength limit and proved the self-consistent-

field approximation is an exact solution in a well-defined limit. In

the second paper Mr. Picard and the author of this report developed the

coherence properties of our model. In the third paper we consider the

equations of motion of a ga laser in the presence of dissipation.

Paper four consists of an extension of the single mode case solved in

paper three to the multimode gas laser. In paper five we consider pr,

viously neglected pump induced center of mass correlations. Paper siv

extends the results of paper four to the case where the average field

vanishes. The last paper is a quantum mechanical solution of the den .ty

mnatrix equation for an inhornogencously broadened gas laser to lowest

order in the dimensionless coupling constant. The author is current>y

preparing a manuscript which includes a fully quantum mechanical treaC,-

ment of the density matrix for a gas laser to fourth order in the dir, I

sionless coupling constant.

Part I of this final report consists of seven abstracts of

scic.ntific articles, six of which have been published or are in pre--,

and a seventh paper (paper number 6) which has appeared so far only



a scientific report.

Part II consists of three abstracts presented at American

Physical Society Meetings. Two of the abstracts represent collabora-

tions with graduate students, Mr. R. Picard and Mr. S. T. Scott, who

have worked for short periods on the present contract.

Part I - Published Articles

1. "A Model of Interacting Radiation and Matter"

Charles R. Willis, J. Math. Phys. 5, 1241 (1964)

ABSTRACT

We investigate the long-time behavior of a model consisting of

N two-level atoms in a lossless cavity. The Hamiltonian of our system

contains the radiation oscillators in addition to the matter Hamiltonian

and the usual rj • Adv interaction term. In order to treat the system

perturbatively, it would be necessary to remove the tremendous degen-

eracy of the system. Since this'±ts prohibitively difficult, and since

wze are interested in the long-time behavior of the system, we solve the

quantum mechanical Liouville equation directly for a wide class of

physically important initial distribution functions. We show the effec-

tive expansion parameter is 'N where 5 is a dimensionless atomic dipolt

moment and N is the number of atoms. In the lowest order we find the

self-consistent-field approximation. In the next order, particle-field

correlations appear. We explicitl]- solve the equations of motion for

particle-field correlations in terms of the average quantities that ap.

in the self-consistent-field approximation. We show the self-consister

field approximation consists of five first-order differential equations.



Next we show the equations of motion for the density matrix of the system

2
correct to order (7N7) are equivalent to eight first-order differential

equations. The three additional equations are needed to describe the

three second moments of the density matrix of the electromagnetic field

4;hat appear in second order. Our lowest-order microscopic equations are

equivalent to semiphenomenological theories and our higher-order equations

contain only the measurable second-order moments of the electromagnetic

field in addition to the variables that appear in semiphenomenological

theories.

2. "Coherence in a Model of Interacting Radiation and Matter"

Richard H. Picard and Charles R. Willis

Phys. Rev. 139, A1O (1965)

- ABSTRACT

Some preliminary results of a theoretical inivestigation of the'

origin of laser coherence properties are presented. A model consisting

of N two-level atoms in a perfect cavity interacting through their dipole

moments with a single mode of the radiation field is adopted, and the

resulting many-body problem is made solvable through the introduction of

the self-consistent-field approximation (SCFA). It is shown that the

SCFA is consistent with Glauber's suggestion that an ideal laser might

be in a "coherent state", or pure eigenstete of the positive-frequency

pert of the electric-field operator. A conservation law is derived -h.¾:

assures the positive definiteness of the field-density operator, and it I

shown that Glauber's coherent state is that solution of the SCFA. equation

- - - - -- - - --. .
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which minimizes the corresponding constant of the motion. Whexl the SCFA

is modified by the introduction of particle-field correlations, the con-

servation law is destroyed, and the coherent state is no longer an allowed

solution.

3. "A Model of Interacting Radiation and Matter. II"

Charles R. Willis

Published in J. Math. Phys. 6, 1984 (1965)

ABSTRACT

We extend the investigation of the long time behavior of a

mocel consisting of N two-level atoms interacting with radiation to include

dissipation, pumping, and center of mass motion. We show that when the

effective expansion parameter 'yI47 is small, the self-consistent-field

approximation remains the solution to lowest order in 5117. The inclusion

of the center of mass motion introduces another dimensionless parameter a

into the theory. We show that when this parameter is small the electro-

magnetic field amplitude varies slowly on the time scale of the center of

mass motion. We solve the equations of motion ini this slowly varying

limit by an extension of the Bogoliuboff-Kryloff theory of quasi-linearity

to the problem of time dependent integral kernels. We find the unique

stable stationary state and show that in the slowly varying limit the

stationary state is approached independent of initial conditions. We

calculate the frequency shift to second order in p. The first order

frequency shift is the same as that calculated by Lamb. We compare oui,

steady state solution with recent experiments with lasers. We include

the effect of collisions in the steady state.
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"Model of Interacting Radiation and Matter. III.

Multimode Gas Lasers"

Charles R. Willis

J. Math. Phys., in press

ABSTRACT

We e. investigation of the long time behavior of a

model consisting of N two-level atoms interacting with a single electro-

magnetic cavity mode to include interaction with many cavity modes. We

show that, as a conseqaence of the coupling between radiation modes pro-

duced by spatial density variations of the population inversion, there is

no strictly stationary state ;ossible for multimode behavior. However,

we obtain a stationary state by neglecting the rapidly oscillating term.

The steady-state population inversion is then a solutiot of an elgen-

value problem. The eigenvalue determinant is a function of V-e number

of modes and the coupling between modes in addition to the vsual depen-

dence on frequencies and relaxation times. We explicitly solve for the

unique eigenvalue in special cases. The corresponding eigenvector gives

the steady-state mode intensity ratios. The absolute values of the steady-

state intenities are determined by the energy conservation equation

generalized to include pumping and dissipation. We also calculate the

steS*y-state frequency shifts for each mode. The mode frequency ahifts

are prvctically independent of each other and have the am functional

form as the oingle-mode frequency shifts.
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5. "Models oi' Interacting Radiation and Matter for Gas Lasers"

Uharles R. Willis

Proceedings of the Pbyoics of Quantum Electronics Conference,

to be published

ABSTRACT

We investigate a model of N two-level atoms interacting with

radiation in the preseuce of dissipation and pwuping. Fix st we show that

the self-consistent-field approximation is a solution of our equations to

lowest order in the dimensionless coupling constant a. The definition of

Is "('r0o)/2 where is the number of two-level atoms per unit volume,

r0 is the classical electron radius, and N is the wavelength of the radi-

ation. When we consider the center of mass motion we get a second dimen-

sionless constant, 0 = a(wO/uD) vhere w0 is the atomic frequency and

is t1he Doppler width. When 0 is small tie electromagnetic field ampli-

tude mxtec slowly on the time scale of the centel' of mass motion. We

find a unsque stable stationary state and show that it is approached

rapidly, independer, of initial conditions. We find solutions of our

e•uationts correspwiding to zero avurage fleld with the saw steady state

eneo'ry density and cavity frequency shift a3 in the svlf-con=lstent-

i jld ,pr.Xi,,tLcvb. When 4pW inducel c~rra1ation!zv prvsent, we alzo

acivj p,,-.urbalon theory that the solutiorof our eqtat.ona oort-

{i m.rago fIeld hav'e the IN a st' I Ate ar.ergy ;n;.y..

Q~ Avrify *.Cquaeney shi~t s the aamrf~gC *Ic~d theories or Lamb ru:4
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6. "Models of Gas Lasers"

Charles R. Willis

To be published

ABSTRACT

We extend the investigation of a model of 11 tw.o-level atom

interacting with radiation in the presence of diusipation and pumping

to include physical situations where the average fields vwish and where

puWp induced correlations are imXa-rtant. The dimnsionless dynamical

constant which determines the nature of the solution is I2W (mE/OD ?where

is k~)12(rW is the nuimer of two-level & moa per

unit volume, r 0 is the classical electron radius, ) is the wavelength of

the radiation and 0 is the two-leve. energy dittference. The Doppler

frequency wD characterizes the center of mass motion, JA gas lavers

S<< 1 and, consequently, the nonlinear differertial integ ral equations

whi,'- detormine the average value of the electromagnetic feldft reduce

to soluble nonlinear differential equations. We show the reduction of

the equations of motion apply to the operator eqiations themselves and

rot just to the xverage values. Consequently,, we are able to show that

the steady state properties to a given order in a are the same whetber

' r vter.Ve rield is csro or nonzero. When the pM induv'ee correl-

tions be-v*. Lb i~vk. d~~e aul~ the center of masa variables

of tho atcij, we i4ut. use perturbation teoq wad owr results when the

nvvrape fie4l4 4e nontero A". equivalent to the theories of Lasb wd

Pa d aetw,. We show tb the stea4t stAt* properties with pVv

iNiuced -orrelattions and averaeq field zero are equivaltet to th re•sau1
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when the average field does not vanish. Consequently, steady state pheno-

mena such as power dips, mode puiling., etc. are present wheu the average

field vanalhes and have the same functional dependence as the nonvanishing

cverage field results.

7. "Quantum Theory of a Laser Model"

Charles R. Willis

to be published

ABSTRACT

We derive the kinetic equations for the coupled single particle

density matrix p and the electromagnetic density matrix R to lowest order

2 2 2
in the dimensionless coupling constant p where 0 (w/wD) The laser

freqiýAancy ( is (4Yl/2( r0'2)1/2wa, 'here is the numer of two-level

* ~ iystems per unit volume., r3 is the classical electron radius, 'N is the

wavelength of the radiation, and IWO is the two-level energy difference.

The Doppler frequency • characterizes the center of mass motion. For

gas lasers 12 is much less than one and, conrsquently, w• generalize and

use the BogolLubov derivation of kinetic equatiuns for weak interactions.

We find soluti4ia when the ave••ge field vanishes and which include spon-

LiuW~ouA emi~sin correctly, The single pai.ttcle density matrix anc. the

oadiation densit'y matrix are c',up"Led thrao,4h their second momexvs. When

we substitute the soluti•n of the stcend wagmeht equatIons into the denaity

matr!Y Tatoin6., w'o find that eaoh den•,ity m.tLrix satisfies tin unciyupled

linear equation vith known tirme dependent ciffictrt s Wr i tt'~ucVue anI

•bcu~s isipatlto "rom the 4ernsity matrbI point of" view. With the Ase

of ti. dJinvty utriX £orinL we indtiato tht corrýt . -P, MiOn

;•,r'•nter for higner order Xinotic eq.aavions ij t.

~ - . • .,
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Part II -- Papers Presented ai; American PMaical Society Meetings

1. "Model of Interacting Radiation and Matter"

Charles R. Willis

Bull. Am. P s. Soc. 2, 399 (1964)

ABSTRACT

We have solved for the lcrg-time behavior of a model consisting

of N 2-level atoms in e lossless cavity. The Hamiltonian of our system

contains the radiation oscillators in addition to the matter Hamiltonian

and the usual f I -•dv interaction term. In order to treat the system

perturbatively, it would be necessary to remove the tremendous degeneracy

of the system. Since this is prohibitively difficult and since we are

interested in the long-time behavior of the system, we hLve solved the

quantum-mechanical Liouville equation diroctly for a wide class of physi-

cally important initial-distribution functions, We show the effective

expansion parameter is •NF, where ' is a dimensionless atomic-dipole

moment and N is the number of atoms . In the lowest order, we find the

self-consittent-field approximation. In the next order, particle-field

correlations appear. Wi have explicitly solved the equations of motion

for the pL-ticle-field correlations in term of the average quantities

that appear in the self-consistent-field equations.

2, "Coharence in a Model of Irct.recting Radiation and Matter"

Richard He Picard and Charles F. Willis

Bull.0 An. Pkws -Soc.- 100 98 (l9G*

Some preliminary results of a theoretical investigLtion of laser

coherence propertias "ro presented. A model consisting of N 2-level



systems in a perfect cavity interacting through their dipole moments with

a single mode of the r&diation field is± adopted, and the resulting many-

body problem is made solvable through introduction of the self-consistent-

field approximation (ScFA).I It is shown that the SOFA is consistent

with Glauber1 aasjtwtion- that an, ideal laser i' in a, "coherent state",

or pure eigenstate of the positive frequency part of the electric-field

oper~tor. A conservation law is derived that essures the positive defi-

niteness of the field tensity operator, and it is shown that Glauber's

state Is thet solution of the 1X-A equations that minimizes the corre-

sponding tcjnstant of the motion. When the SCFA is modified-by the intro-

duction of particle-field correlationsv the conservation law is destroyed,

and the coherent state is no longer an allowed solution. Va'ious exter-

sions of the results are considered briefly.

IC. R. Willis, Pull. Am. Phys. Soc.2, 399 (1964); Ji Mazh. Phys. 5, 124i (1964).

2R. J. Glnuber, PI-,y. Rev. j1qj 2529 (!.963).

3. "1inimical Cohe•ronce Time in a Gas Laser"

Samuel I ,'t n h'e .WII

Bu ll ., A ,n , Fk % .. Sue . 10• , .' ( .i, •," : .

We use wi exteniesl iel± - i&t~ncy •r'uert t• .'i•y .$.i •nt2!-

etl doephasing of the field of a Fts lTasex operatf-1M Iq -r' stl,1/'.

~i~V- t i z txkse) tht. aependence of thie (01~n~~ ~ wtirio h

vi #x~rnJ~rai~~4 io'as*WO the rav?¶ic výýi-tJo ov
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to be time-dependent c ni•,bers and make the rotating-wave approximatiop

so that the interaction Hamiltonian contains only terms on the "energy

shell". Wde derive the equations of motion for the atomic-inversion

operators and for fieid-corrsJ.tion operators a +(t)a(t-T) and average

over a factorized density matrix. We consider the stationary limit where

a+twa,(t-T)• C(T) and solve for C(r) self-consintently in terms of

the external pump aaA the noise power. C(T) determines the power density

spectrmu- and a complex frequency shift. The imagiaa•y part of the fre-

quency shift is just the usual frequency shift, and the real part is the

recipiocal coherence time as measured in a Michelson interferometer. The

noise is shown to contribute negligibly to the frequency shift and coher-

ence time of a gas laser above threshold, but causes a small increase in

th" pumping threshold.
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